
Dances for February 1, 2016 –
Ball Walkthrough
On The Quarter-Deck,
32R 2C (4C Set)                            I. Boyd, SCDs from
The Harbour City
1–4    1st couple set once and cross over giving right hands.
5–8    1st couple set once and turn with right hands just over
halfway round.
9–12    1st couple and 2nd man dance right hands across once
round.
13–16    1st couple and 2nd woman dance left hands across once
round.
17–20    1st woman, followed by her partner, dances down the
middle for two steps, both turn right about and 1st man,
followed by his partner, dances back up the middle.
21–24    1st man casts down behind 2nd woman and crosses over
into 2nd man’s place while 1st woman dances up the middle and
casts down behind 2nd woman to finish in 2nd woman’s place.
2nd couple move up on bars 23 and 24.
25–32    2nd and 1st couples dance right and left.

MacDonald of the Isles,
32S 3C (3C Set)                                D. Haynes, 2nd
Carnforth
1–8     2nd couple dance a diagonal reel of four with 1st
corners. On bar 8 2nd couple dance left shoulder around each
other to face 2nd corners, ready to dance into a –         
9-16    Diagonal reel of four with 2nd corners. All finish on
the side lines with 1st woman and 3rd man looping round by
their right on bar 16.
17–18    1st couple cross over giving right hands.
19–20    1st and 2nd couples change places giving left hands.
21–22    2nd couple cross over while 1st and 3rd couples
change places on the sides, all giving right hands.

https://www.ottawadancescottish.org/?p=177
https://www.ottawadancescottish.org/?p=177


23–24    2nd and 3rd couples change places on the sides as 1st
couple cross to own sides, all giving left hands.
25–28    3rd and 2nd couples dance half rights and lefts.
29–32    Half figures of eight: 3rd woman crosses down then
casts up around 1st woman and 3rd man crosses up then cast off
round 2nd man.

The Moudiewart,
32J 3C (4C Set)                                      RSCDS
Book 11
1–4    1st man and 2nd woman advancing set to and turn each
other with right hands.
5–8    1st woman and 2nd man do the same.
9–16    1st couple lead down the middle, up again and cast off
one place. (2nd couple move up.)
17–20    They lead down through the 3rd couple, cast up one
place and cross over to face corners.
21–24    1st couple set to corners.
25–30    Reels of three at the sides.  1st couple begin the
reel by giving right shoulder to 2nd corner.
31–32    1st couple cross over to own sides one place down.

Monymusk,
32S 3C (4C Set)                                        RSCDS
Book 11
1–4    1st couple, giving right hands, turn once round and
cast off one place on own sides. 2nd couple step up on bars
3-4.
5–8    1st couple, giving left hands, turn one-and-a-quarter
times to finish 1st woman between the 2nd couple facing down,
and 1st man between the 3rd couple, facing up.
9–12    1st woman with 2nd couple and 1st man with 3rd couple
set twice. On bars 11-12, 1st couple turn to the right into
second place on opposite sides.
13–16    2nd, 1st and 3rd couples set twice.
17–24    2nd, 1st and 3rd couples dance six hands round and
back.



25–30    2nd, 1st and 3rd couples dance reels of three on the
sides. 1st woman passes 3rd man and 1st man passes 2nd woman
by the right to begin.
31–32    1st couple, giving right hands,  cross over to second
place, own sides.

Craigleith,
88R 4C (4C Sq Set), R. Goldring, RSCDS Third Graded Book
1-8    1st and 3rd ouples dance rights and lefts. 1st and 3rd
men finish facing out.
9-16    1st adn 3rd coupels dance a ladies’ chain
17-32    2nd and 4th couples repeat bars 1-16
33-36    All four women advance and retire.
37-40    All four women dance right hands across, finish
facing out.
41-48    All four women dance clockwise all the way rounf the
outside of the set, dancing behind partners to begin.
49-52    All four men advance and retire
53-56    All four men dance left hands across, finish facing
out.
57-64    All four men dance anti-clockwise all the way round
the outside of the set, dancing behind partners to begin.
65-70    1st and 3rd couples, taking promenade hold, dance
round the inside of the set to original places, men passing by
the left.
71-72    1st and 3rd couples set, facing into the centre.
73-78    2nd and 4th couples taking promenade hold, dance
round the inside of the set to original places, women passing
by the right.
79-80    2nd and 4th couples set, facing inwards
81-88    All four couples dance eight hands round and back.

Flowers of Edinburgh,
32R 3C (4C Set)                                    RSCDS Book
1
1–6    1st woman casts off two places, crosses to the opposite
side and dances up behind 2nd and 3rd men to her partner’s



original place. 1st man follows his partner, crossing over and
dancing behind 2nd and 3rd women, and up the middle to his
partner’s original place.
7–8    1st couple set to each other.
9–14    1st couple repeat bars 1-6, with 1st man casting off
and 1st woman following. 1st couple finish in original places.
15–16    1st couple set to each other.
17–24    1st couple lead down the middle and up to finish
facing each other in the middle of the set with both hands
joined. 2nd couple step in.
25–32    1st and 2nd couples dance a poussette.

Ca’ the Ewes tae the Knowes,
32S 2C (4C Set)                                RSCDS Book 16
1–8    1st couple cast off, dance down behind their own lines
and cast up to original places.
9–16    1st couple, giving right hands, turn once round, cast
off one place and dance a half figure of eight round 2nd
couple. On bars 15-16, 1st couple lead up to top, 1st man
passing his partner in front of him to finish in the middle of
the set facing up. 2nd couple step in.
17–24    1st and 2nd couples dance an allemande.
25–32    2nd and 1st couples dance rights and lefts.

The Shetland Shepherdess,
32J 3C (4C Set)                             Ron Wallace, The
San Andreas Collection
1–4    1st couple dance down between 2nd couple and cast up to
original place
5–8    1st couple half figure of 8 down around 2nd couple
9–16    2nd, 1st and 3rd couple cross-over mirror reels of
three on the sides, 1st couple cross to 2nd place on own side
to begin, 2nd couple out and up and 3rd couple in and up; 2nd
couple ends facing out
17–18    1st and 2nd women half turn by the LEFT hand while
1st and 2nd men half turn by the RIGHT hand
19–20    1st and 3rd women turn by the RIGHT hand while 1st



and 3rd men turn by the LEFT hand, 1st couple ends in the
middle facing up, and 3rd couple ends back in 3rd place (for
1st couple the turn is ¾ but for the 3rd couple the turn is
once round)
21–24    1st couple dance up the middle to the top of the set
and cast to 2nd place own side
25–32    2nd, 1st and 3rd couples advance and retire, all clap
(last beat of Bar 28), and all turn partner by the RIGHT hand
once round.

The Reel of the Royal Scots,
32R 3C (4C Set)                                RSCDS Leaflet
1-2    1st and 2nd women turn with the left hand, while 1st
and 2nd men turn with the right hand, 1st couple finishing
back to back in the centre of the set in second place.
3-4    2nd, 1st and 3rd couples set as in double triangles.
5-6    1st and 3rd women turn with the right hand, while 1st
and 3rd men turn with the left hand to change places.
7-8    2nd, 3rd and 1st couples set as in double triangles.
9-16    1st couple followed by 3rd couple, dance up between
the 2nd couple and cast off, then dance down to 3rd place and
cast up to 2nd place, 3rd couple finishing in original places.
(1st and 3rd couples join nearer hands with partner on every
occasion when dancing up or down in the centre).
17–24    1st couple turn 1st corners with right hands. 1st
couple pass each other by the right shoulder. 1st couple turn
2nd  corners  with  right  hands.1st  couple  passing  right
shoulders  cross  to  2nd  place  on  own  sides.
25–32    2nd, 1st and 3rd couples six hands round and back.



Dances for January 25, 2016
Video: Timepiece

Timepiece

32 bar Jig for 3 couples

FROM THE REDWOOD FOREST by Gary Thomas and Ron Wallace

1-4    1st couple cross right hands and cast off one place,
2nd couple step up bars 3-4

5-8    1st couple cross over with left hands and cast left,
1st woman up around 2nd woman and 1st man down around 3rd man

9-12    1st couple turn once round by the left while 2nd and
3rd couple turn once round by the right

13-16    1st couple cast left, 1st woman dances between 2nd
couple and 1st man dances between 3rd couple, to finish in 2nd
place on opposite sides, while 2nd and 3rd couples set and
petronella turn one place to the right

17-20    1st couple turn once round by the left while 2nd and
3rd couples turn once round by the right

21-24    1st couple cast left, 1st woman dances between 3rd
couple and 1st man dances between 2nd couple, to finish in 2nd
place  on  own  side,  while  2nd  and  3rd  couples  set  and
petronella  turn  one  place  to  the  right

25-26    1st couple petronella turn one place to the right to
end 1st man between 3rd couple to face up, 1st woman between
2nd couple to face down, while 2nd and 3rd couples set

27-32    2nd and 3rd couples La Baratte*, while 1st couple set
advancing to join right hands then dance the last four bars of
La Baratte

https://www.ottawadancescottish.org/?p=178
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyWdfRth-3Q


Repeat having passed a couple

Music: “Timepiece” by Gary Thomas

Devised by Gary Thomas, 1990.

La  Baratte  (The  Churn)  This  figure  was  danced  in  the
Quadrilles  in  Canada.

3-4    Each man, giving right hand, turns the woman opposite
him halfway round. They retain hands, but dance sufficiently
past each other to stretch their arms almost to the full
extent

5-6    Each dancer returns on the line along which he, or she,
has just travelled. During bar 5, the woman dances under the
man’s right arm (pulling back by the right) so that she has
her back towards him. The man is now directly behind the woman
and he extends his arms sideways with his hands palm upward,
just above her shoulder height. The woman puts her left hand
under the man’s left hand curling her fingers over his so that
both handholds are symmetrical. Releasing right hands, the
woman dances under the man’s left arm, again pulling back by
the right. The dancers retain left hands

7-8    All turn partners half way by the left to end on own
sides

Video: General Stuart’s Reel

General  Stuart’s  Reel or

The New Way of Gildon  (Reel)

RSCDS Book 10 – No. 3

  

1–4        1st man sets to 2nd woman and casts off one place.
2nd man steps up on bars 3–4.

https://youtu.be/alMheaNl-5o


5–8        1st woman sets to 2nd man and casts off to second
place. 2nd woman steps up on bars 7–8.

9–12       1st couple turn first corners with the right hand
then, passing each other by the right shoulder, face second
corners.

13–16    1st couple turn second corners with the left hand
then, passing each other by the right shoulder, face first
corners.

17–24    1st couple set to first corners, set to each other
across the dance, set to second corners, then set to each
other up and down the dance and finish man facing up and woman
facing  down  the  dance.  1st  couple  turn  by  the  right
throughout.

25–30    1st couple dance reels with their corners. 1st couple
begin the reels by giving right shoulders to second corners.

31–32    1st couple, giving right hands, cross over to own
sides in second place.

Repeat, having passed a couple.

Source:  The Register of Dances at Castle Menzies, 1749.

Music:      The Stuarts’ Rant, Bremner, 1768.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Manual of Scottish Country Dancing:

Bars   9-16    Corners dance two steps when turning.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TACNotes:’



9-16    Corners must dance into middle to meet 1st cpl on bars
9 & 13 then out to places on bars 10 & 14 releasing     1st
cpl to face up & down the set.

Dances for January 18, 2016
Video: Chrysanthemum

CHRYSANTHEMUM
96 bar Reel for 4 couples in a 4 couple square set
Devised by Betty Grant

1–2        Each woman casts to right behind partner and into
centre.
3–6        Right hands across once round (past partner).
7–8        Each woman casts to left behind partner to original
place.

9–16        Men repeat by casting to left behind partner into
centre, then dance left hands across once round (past partner)
and cast to right behind partner to finish in place facing
partner.

17–24    STAR GRAND CHAIN halfway round (2 steps each hand).
Women finish with backs to the centre facing partners. Men are
slightly outside circle facing in to partners.

25–32    Dance back to back with partner and turn with the
right hand one and a quarter times to finish in circle. Retain
right hands.

33–40    Continue STAR GRAND CHAIN halfway round and women
again finish with backs to centre facing partner. Men slightly
outside circle facing in.

https://www.ottawadancescottish.org/?p=179
https://youtu.be/aykK8QxM9d4


41–48    Dance back to back with partner and turn with the
right hand one and a quarter times to finish with women facing
out and men facing in.

49–64    SCHIEHALLION REELS (16 bars)  Finish in place.

65–72    In couples nearer hands joined, slip step to left (2
bars) one quarter round and set once (2 bars). Slip step to
right (2 bars) to place and set. Bar 8, women advance set
towards centre and retaining nearer hands with partner form a
cross facing clockwise.

73–80    Dance right hands across in couples. Bar 8, release
right hands in centre and curve out to original positions
ready to form a circle.

81–88    Eight hands round and back. Retain hands in circle.

89–92    Advance using 2 short skip change of steps, then with
nearer hands still joined with partner only, retire using 2
long skip change of steps to original size of square. Finish
facing corner.

93–96    Turn corner with LEFT hand once round. Finish facing
partner for bow and curtsey.

This dance was devised by Betty Grant, Toronto, Ontario in
1986 to commemorate her visit to Tokyo as a member of the
Oriental  Fling  tour  led  by  the  late  Bob  Blackie  and  was
presented to the Tokyo Scottish Bluebell Club.

Chrysanthemum –
A native of China, the ‘pompom’ originated from the Chusan
Daisy, Elaborate Japanese varieties have been developed over
hundreds of years. The first chrysanthemum in Britain was
grown  at  Kew  Gardens  in  1790  and  came  from  France.
Chrysanthemums are a worldwide family of flowers. We Scottish
Country Dancers are also a worldwide family.               
                Betty Grant



Note on Chrysanthemum:
In the Star Grand Chain men give right hand to partner and
dance into the centre, left shoulder to left shoulder, as
woman dance outside the circumference but holding hands and
extending arms longer than usual.  They then release hands and
give left hands to next woman to bring women into the centre
left shoulder to shoulder, again extending arms.  Repeat right
hand and left hand, adjusting on the last left such that women
are in the centre facing partner, on the outside, ready for
back to back.  Then turn partner 1 ¼ times to form the square
set again (releasing hands as usual), then repeat the Star
Grand Chain back to place followed by back to back and a 1 ¼
turn before the Schehallion reel.  The Star Grand Chain is,
therefore, making the regular grand chain into a series of
points of a star. The idea of the Star Grand Chain and the
Schehallion Reel is to form the petals of a Chrysanthemum.

Video: The Lea Rig

The Lea Rig
RSCDS Book 21 – No. 5
32-bar strathspey for two couples in a four-couple longwise
set

1–16        1st couple dance a petronella turn to face each
other up and down the middle and set. 1 st  couple repeat this
three times to finish in original places. On bars 1-2, 2nd
couple  step  up  and,  on  bars  3-4  set.  2nd  couple  dance
petronella turns and set, following the 1st couple one place
behind. On bars 15-16, instead of setting, 2nd couple dance a
petronella turn to original places.

17–24    1st couple lead down the middle and up.

25–28    1st and 2nd couples dance right hands across once
round to finish facing partners in a diagonal line across the
set with 1st woman and 2nd man back to back in the middle.

29–32    1st and 2nd couples dance a half poussette.

https://youtu.be/Z4GkIWVn4M0


Repeat, having passed a couple.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
TACNotes:’
17-24    1st cpl finish in original places on sidelines.

DANCING DOLPHINS
THE  DOLPHIN  BOOK,  11  SCOTTISH  COUNTRY  DANCES   by  Barry
Skelton, Auckland, New Zealand, 1994
8 x 32 bar Jig

1–8        First couple, cross with the right hand and cast
off one place. (Second couple step up on bars 3 & 4.) First
couple turn each  other with the left hand 1 ¼ times. First
couple finish facing the lady’s side, the man has his partner
on his right. ***

9–16    First couple in tandem, dance a right shoulder reel of
three with second and third lady. *

17–24    First couple in tandem, dance a left shoulder reel of
three with second and third men. **

25–32    First couple with promenade hold dance out the
ladies’ side and down around third lady. First couple dance up
the middle, drop hands and cast around second couple to finish
in second place.

First couple repeat from second place.

* First lady, followed by her partner, they pass third lady
with the right
shoulder to begin. First couple turn by the right to face up
the set. First man,
followed  by  first  lady  pass  second  lady  with  the  right
shoulder. First man,
followed by first lady pass third lady with the left shoulder.
First couple
turning  by  the  left  they  face  down  the  set.  First  lady,



followed by first man.
Dance across the set to face third man.

** First lady, followed by her partner, pass third man with
the left shoulder
to begin. First couple turn by the left to face up the set.
First man, followed
by first lady, pass second man by the left shoulder. First
man, followed by
first  lady  pass  third  man  with  the  right  shoulder.  First
couple turning by the
right they face down the set. First lady, followed by first
man, dance across
the set to finish between second and third lady.

*** Note: First couple should begin parallel with the side of
the set and
remain parallel with the set throughout the reel. This will
require good
covering.  First  couple  must  be  aware  of  their  partner
especially  on  the  turns.
First couple cover with each other not just follow each other.
Where the
instructions say follow also read cover.

Dances for January 11, 2016
Video: General Stuart’s Reel

General  Stuart’s  Reel or
The New Way of Gildon  (Reel)
RSCDS Book 10 – No. 3
   
1–4        1st man sets to 2nd woman and casts off one place.

https://www.ottawadancescottish.org/?p=180
https://youtu.be/alMheaNl-5o


2nd man steps up on bars 3–4.

5–8        1st woman sets to 2nd man and casts off to second
place. 2nd woman steps up on bars 7–8.

9–12       1st couple turn first corners with the right hand
then, passing each other by the right shoulder, face second
corners.

13–16    1st couple turn second corners with the left hand
then, passing each other by the right shoulder, face first
corners.

17–24    1st couple set to first corners, set to each other
across the dance, set to second corners, then set to each
other up and down the dance and finish man facing up and woman
facing  down  the  dance.  1st  couple  turn  by  the  right
throughout.

25–30    1st couple dance reels with their corners. 1st couple
begin the reels by giving right shoulders to second corners.

31–32    1st couple, giving right hands, cross over to own
sides in second place.

Repeat, having passed a couple.

Source:  The Register of Dances at Castle Menzies, 1749.
Music:      The Stuarts’ Rant, Bremner, 1768.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Manual of Scottish Country Dancing:
Bars   9-16    Corners dance two steps when turning.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
TACNotes:’
9-16    Corners must dance into middle to meet 1st cpl on bars
9 & 13 then out to places on bars 10 & 14 releasing     1st
cpl to face up & down the set.



Video 1: At the Summit
Video2 : At the Summit

At the Summit
32-bar strathspey for three couples in a four-couple longwise
set

1–4        1st couple turn once round with both hands to face
up and cast off one place on own sides as 2nd couple step up.

5–8        1st couple cross, giving right hands, cast round
first corners by the right and finish back to back in the
middle, facing their first corners.

9–12    1st couple set to their first corners. 1st couple then
cast  around  each  other  by  the  right  to  finish  in  their
partner’s first corner position, while their corners dance
into the middle and, pulling back right shoulders, finish back
to back, facing their original positions.

13–16    1st couple and first corners set to each other. First
corners cast round each other by the right to finish on the
opposite sides in each other’s original positions, while 1st
couple  dance  into  the  middle  and,  pulling  back  right
shoulders, finish back to back, facing their second corners.

17–24    1st couple repeat bars 9–16 with second corners but
pass by the right on bars 23-24 to finish in second place on
opposite sides. Second corners finish on the opposite sides in
each other’s original positions.

25–32    3rd, 1st and 2nd couples set and link twice to finish
on their own sides in the order 2, 1, 3.

Repeat, having passed a couple.

Tune: The Anglins of Ottawa by Muriel Johnstone
Devised by Craig and Jody Williams

This  dance  was  devised  for  Bob  and  Barbara  Anglin  in

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoIIGwiQNGo
https://youtu.be/BWle_8CEQLM


appreciation of their support and encouragement as we began
teaching in Ottawa and running the Ottawa Valley workshop. We
had an exceptional day with Bob & Barbara at the summit of
Whistler before the TAC AGM in July, 2009.

Note: The movement described in bars 9-24 was first devised by
the late Alex Hay and published in his dance “Peter White”.

Dances for January 4, 2016
Video: Timepiece

Timepiece
32 bar Jig for 3 couples
FROM THE REDWOOD FOREST by Gary Thomas and Ron Wallace

1-4    1st couple cross right hands and cast off one place,
2nd couple step up bars 3-4

5-8    1st couple cross over with left hands and cast left,
1st woman up around 2nd woman and 1st man down around 3rd man

9-12    1st couple turn once round by the left while 2nd and
3rd couple turn once round by the right

13-16    1st couple cast left, 1st woman dances between 2nd
couple and 1st man dances between 3rd couple, to finish in 2nd
place on opposite sides, while 2nd and 3rd couples set and
petronella turn one place to the right

17-20    1st couple turn once round by the left while 2nd and
3rd couples turn once round by the right

21-24    1st couple cast left, 1st woman dances between 3rd
couple and 1st man dances between 2nd couple, to finish in 2nd

https://www.ottawadancescottish.org/?p=181
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyWdfRth-3Q


place  on  own  side,  while  2nd  and  3rd  couples  set  and
petronella  turn  one  place  to  the  right

25-26    1st couple petronella turn one place to the right to
end 1st man between 3rd couple to face up, 1st woman between
2nd couple to face down, while 2nd and 3rd couples set

27-32    2nd and 3rd couples La Baratte*, while 1st couple set
advancing to join right hands then dance the last four bars of
La Baratte

Repeat having passed a couple

Music: “Timepiece” by Gary Thomas
Devised by Gary Thomas, 1990.

La  Baratte  (The  Churn)  This  figure  was  danced  in  the
Quadrilles  in  Canada.

3-4    Each man, giving right hand, turns the woman opposite
him halfway round. They retain hands, but dance sufficiently
past each other to stretch their arms almost to the full
extent

5-6    Each dancer returns on the line along which he, or she,
has just travelled. During bar 5, the woman dances under the
man’s right arm (pulling back by the right) so that she has
her back towards him. The man is now directly behind the woman
and he extends his arms sideways with his hands palm upward,
just above her shoulder height. The woman puts her left hand
under the man’s left hand curling her fingers over his so that
both handholds are symmetrical. Releasing right hands, the
woman dances under the man’s left arm, again pulling back by
the right. The dancers retain left hands

7-8    All turn partners half way by the left to end on own
sides

Video: MacDonald of the Isles
Video: MacDonald of the Isles

https://youtu.be/Kt2jhkXrryo
https://youtu.be/yAEHxkLcC4Q


MacDONALD OF THE ISLES
Strathspey for three-couple sets
The Second Carnforth Collection of Scottish Country Dances
devised by Derek Haynes.

1–8     2nd couple dance a diagonal reel of four with first
corners. On bar 8 2nd couple dance left shoulder around each
other to face second corners, ready to dance into a –         

9–16    Diagonal reel of four with second corners. All finish
on the side lines with 1st woman and 3rd man looping round by
their right on bar 16.

17–18    1st couple cross over giving right hands.
19–20    1st and 2nd couples change places giving left hands.
21–22    2nd couple cross over while 1st and 3rd couples
change places on the sides, all giving right hands.
23–24    2nd and 3rd couples change places on the sides as 1st
couple cross to own sides, all giving left hands.

25–28    3rd and 2nd couples dance half rights and lefts.
29–32    Half figures of eight: 3rd woman crosses down then
casts up around 1st woman and 3rd man crosses up then cast off
round 2nd man.

Repeat from new places.

First published on a Glendarroch S.C.D. Sheet in 1966.


